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YVONNE BASKIN
Crouch ed in the chapparal of a southern
Califor nia mesa,
a shadowy figu r e hefts a
large felsite cobble and chops wi t h its
jagged edge at the meaty flanks of a deer
carca ss
When his butchering is done
he
discards the r ock and moves o n
Today only the rock remains
c rude b ut
s u spiciously tool -like
A wan de r e r can f ind
such r ocks o n almost any mesa t op o r wash in
San Diego County, a l ong the shor e·s o f
ancient lakes in the Mojave or spilling from
the erodi ng cliff faces of California s
Chan nel Isl ands
But who was the user
t he tool maker?
That ques t ion is the most e mo tional a nd
colorful topic in American archaeology today
because t he answer cen ters on whe n man
(or
his ancestors) first set foot in t he New
World
For the most conservative archaeologists
the s hadowy figure o n the mesa is
merely an il l usion
the broken rocks the
result of fire or the ra vages of weather a nd
water
Other con~ervatives p l ace t h e scene
at 1 0 000 to 12 000 years ago
picturing
the man as a San Diguito or La Jollan or
other s killed tool maker
occasiona·1 1y forsaking his fine fluted points for the convenience of a quickly made and d iscarded
cobble chopper
first
years

Recent orthodoxy holds .that
humans
set foot in the Americas about 12 0 0 0
ago
crossing the 1 000 - mi l e Bering

land b r idge between Siberia and modern Al aska and emerging south of the great ice
sheets at the end of the last ice age These
peop l e we r e fully modern--Homo sapiens sapiens--and already skilled at fashioning
fin e ly worked stone knives and spearpoints
They were name d t he "Clovis people" after a
s i te discovered in the 1930 s near Cl ovis
New Mexico
That -s ite yielded mammoth bones
and flut ed stone points left behind by the
hunter s who killed the great beasts Similar
finds
d ated to the same millenium
have
since been made across North America and
much of Central and South America .
Paul S. Martin of the On i versity of
Arizo n a forma l ized this orthodoxy a decade
_ago whe n he proposed that the Clovis people
entered
North America in a swift
deadly
wave a t the end of the Pleistocene, slaughtering mammoths
mastodons
camels horses
and o t her "ice age megafauna" to the point
of extinction and sweeping 10 000 miles to
Patagon ia within 1 000 years
I t s not an entirely flattering portrait of the first Americans and a passionate band of rebels have steadfastly refused
to give in to it
For them
that shadowy
figure on the mesa is a much earlier,
pre Clovis man
Some believe he immigrated
25 000 to 40 ooo years ago
probably from
northern Chin a,
a Homo sapiens sapiens
bringing with him a crude stone age technol ogy
of chopping tools and single-faced
flaked cutting and scraping tools similar to
those found at Choukoutien
Ot her "early man" be l ievers look to a
more distant horizon, 100 000, 200 000 years
ago or more
The figure on the mesa bec omes
fuzzier
Was he an earlier Homo sapiens
a
"near
ma n" like the Neanderthals
that
appeared 150 000 years ago in Europe and
western Asia? Was he pre - human Homo erectus

perhaps? Were the Clovis people his descend ants--a homegrown race of modern man evolved
separately in the Americas--or was he a
dead-end? Did he develop his Clovis tool
technology independently or was it imported
by later immigrants from the Old World?

San Diego archaeologist Emma Lou Davis has
called it
Caught up in that worship
self,
she has tramped the ancient lake
of the Great Basin in search of a hu
horizon she passionately believes is at
least 200 000 years old
The lack of hard
evidence doesn t discourage her

The cluei are sparse and inconclusive:
broken rocks bits of charcoal fragments of
human or animal bone
They ve been found in
caves
rockshelters
dry lake beds
cutbanks
terraces and alluvial fans at scat. tered sites on both continents

"Science
isn t certainty " she has
said "Its a reasonable set of propositions
For
about associations between things "
early man she says "There is too little to
write a bible about and too much to brush
under a rug "

But skeptics still question whether the
·.b roken rocks are art if acts or "geofac ts", ..
whether the charcoal came from barbecues or
Q_r_u.sh f _ires and whether the bones of extinct
animals were deposited at the same time as
the human debris found nearby
Soils can
"slump" and animals dig burrows
mixing
unrelated remains into the same strata
In
many sites
the material has been disturbed
and redeposited by water or other forces
All the skeletons found in the New World so
far have been anatomically modern
Dates
obtained on them by radiocarbon and other
methods are still controversial

Just what is the evidence that keeps
archaeologists like Davis committed to the
pursuit? The most widely accepted sites so
far are those found in the Yukon, a land
that during much of tRe Pleistocene ice age
was isolated by two massive ice sheets from
the rest of the North American continent
Along the Old Crow River in the northern Yukon in 1966
C.R. Harington and Peter
Lord spotted signs of human presence among
the piles of Pleistocene mammoth
horse and
bison bones of an ice age watering hole
Some of the bones (radiocarbon dated to
25 000 to 30 000 years) showed signs of
human butchering--scars and spiral fractures
indicating the limb bones had been cracked
open for their marrow
Skeptics suggested
predators or natural forces might have done
the breaking

"Good
hard
convincing evidence is
going to be difficult to get "
writes
Richard S. MacNeish of the Peabody Foundation a veteran of the search for early man
on both continents Hi's paper is included in
"Peopling cf the New World"
publi shed recently by Ballena. Press of Los Altos
"The
earliest inhabitants were very limited in
number
Their sites are likely to be buried
deeply, and often are destroyed or disturbed. The earliest crude artifacts are difficult to recognize and hard to interpret and
the accurate dating of these remains (in
order to really understand the process of
migrations or population density) may be
almost impossible To date our knowledge of
tpe Asiatic sources or origins of the people
who came in~o the New World is inadequate.
New and better archaeological theories and
methods may improve the situation but it is
still tough going "

The most spectacular find was a caribou
tibia
its broken edge evenly s e r r a t e d .
form a flesher
a tool used for s c rap
meat from animal hide
It was radiocarbon
dated to 29 000 years
Serration is not the
sort of damage nature does skeptics agreed
but couldn t a later human have carved the
serrations into already fossilized bone?
To try to answer the critics
Dennis
Stanford of the Smithsonian Institution,
Richard E.
Morlan of the National Museum of
Man in Ottawa and skilled flint knapper
Robson Bonnichsen of the University of Maine
joined together five years ago on an exhaustive studj of bone toolmaking

For many archaeologists the search for
the shadows of early man is not worth the
time and money
They prefer to concentrate
on more recent horizons where the relatively abundant human debris can be used to
reconstruct the culture
capabili t .ies and
lifeways
of our predecessors
But f0r
others
pinning down the mere presence of
early man in the Americas is -almost a religious pursuit.

Substituting a recently deceased zoo
elephant for now-extinct mammoths
the team
set to butchering the beast, crushing its
l~g bones with rocks and flaking off sharpedged bone fragments with chunks of deer
antler The team also fed bones to bears and
wolves to see what kinds of damage they
could do

The late Louis SB.
Leakey left his
beloved east Africa in the 1960s to pursue
early man at the Calico Mountains site in
San Bernardino County
Geographer George
Carter has endured ridicule since the 1950s
for his fervent proclamation that the Texas
Street bluffs of San Diego hold evidence of
mans presence 70 000 or more years ago
"A

special kind of ancestor

Last year they reported that men working with fresh bones and techniques very
similar to those used in stone toolmaking
can duplicate many of the bone implements
found at prehistoric sites
And some features of the altered bones were pronounced
"definitely man-produced "

worship

had
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About the same time Morlan announced he
used uranium-thorium dating to set an
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age of 81 000 years for a mammoth bone tool
found at Old Crow
But tha-t' dating method
like radiocarbon
is not £oolproof since
bone can pick up more of the dating elements
(uranium and thorium) aftei ·the animal has
died
•JL

South pf, the. ancient ice.,.free .passage
on the northeastern plains of Colorado
Dennis Stanford has found two sites reminiscent of those in the Yukon
At Selby _ ~nd
Dutton, l;>utchl'lred pones of mammoths, camels
and other extinct animals,
some . broken for
marrow remo vil, and possible bohe tools have
beeri · found 1ri strata much ' earlier th~n
p,obo .;r~~rs. ·. st.ariford .' hims'e1t gi.ves them
dates of ' about . 20 000 years
As '
the
Yukon, no stone tools ' ~ere . found ' '' an·d the
~~t~s · -~~y lit~le · a~o~t '. ~arly man e~ciept _his
po$sible presence
·

Besides the scarcity oif corroborating
evidence to validate the bone findings
early· man archaeologists in the Yuko~ are
faced· wi·th another dilemma--the almost complete lack of flaked stone implements in ·the
region
"The specter of ari archaeological
cultute without artifacts ~ay yet appear
before us, because ~f man ih the Yukon mad~
most ·o f his implements of perishable materials, perhaps so did other humans living
outside the " zone of permafrost preservation ,.. writes W N. Irving df the Uni ver's i ty
of Toronto in "Peopling of the New World. "

in
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One" of the" strongest "hopes for pinning
down earl~ - man--and perha~s begi 6ning to
place . hi~ in a cultural context--has come
from beneath an overhanging sandstone cliff
southwest of fittsburgh
In the Meadowcroft
Rockshe~ter 1 archaeologists have discovered
the longest occupational sequence yet found
in eastern · North " America and one · of the
longest in the hemisphere
From recent cen turies to ancient prehistory
successive
generations of men as well as animal predat 'o:i:-s hav~ . used . the shelter as a hunting
station and fo'od pro·c essing area
Years of
careful excayation arid analysis have brought
J.M. Adovas'io of · the University of Pittsburg
a~d others· down to ~n initial o ccupation
level that includes firepits
firefloors
charcoal and ash
refuse or storage pits
stone implements and animal bones
The
observed stratigraphy and radiocarbon dates
on charcoal have placed that occupation at
17 000 years before present

"st.i:11
the few bone 'tool's and kill
sites found raise the spec~er of man living
in extreme subarctic conditions in North
Arneri·c,f perhaps· 1"00, 000 to · 150, 000 years
ago, ~ ~r~ing notes
And th~s raises other
questions·:
"W'as he sapiens?; did he· occupy the·
res"t of th·e Western Hemisphere?; ·· do his
descendants figu"re among "modet·n American
populations? But although there are m·any
more quest.ions that might be ask'ed the most
in"trigiling to those who are cl<?.s'e to country
liv1ng ·surely must be how did he do it?
How did · men
women and children move presum·ably ·with a few grandparertt's, to the very
limi t ·s · of the subarctic climatic zone
a
hundred thousand or more yea'rs · ago
with a
life support system that lefc little trace
behind?," he writes
· "The answer must begiri 'with intelligence, experience
and or1g'anization; but
the rest of the answer i:s still to be
sought, · for our material e1vidence
though
Com'pellin'g is far from eloq_uent "

The qua·lity of the flaked stone tools
suggests to Adovasio that the earliest users
of
the r ockshelter
were skilled
flint
knappers-~perhaps· forerunners of the Clovis
technology--an·d
not
"a band of
rock
bas hers
"One of the few,
tenuous b r idges bet.ween the New World Archaic and· an Upper
Paleolithic that is scarcely recognized in
this hemisphere " Emma Lou Davis
calls
Meadowcroft in "Peopling of the New World
But others have questioned whether the charcoal used in dating is truly manmade, and
whether its dating has been thrown off by
contamination from coal and other organic
carbon in the shelter

South of the ice sheets
the answers
are no clearer
Just passing the ice bar rier itself must have been a major feat
whenever man or pre-man achieved it
For
60 000 years
two great ice sheets--the
Laurentide to the east and the much smaller
Cordilleran
to the west--blanketed
the
northern half of North America People could
have moved south from the Yukon. ( then part
of Beringia) through a harsh but ice-free
corridor between the ice sheets along the
eastern slope of the Rockies or perhaps
along the Pacific coast west of the

.
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Other apparently early sites across
both continents have met with similar objections
Near Puebla Mexico at Valseq uillo
what appear to be crude stone tools have
been fo und in apparent association with the
butchered bones of extinct horses,
camels
mastadons and mammoths
Cynthia
IrwinWilliams has dated the strata at 38 000
years
At nearby Tlapacoya, a c u rved obsidian blade was found in association with the
bones of black bear and deer and an apparent
hearth (dated to 22 000 B.P ) At Pikimachay
cave
in the Andes highlands of
Pe ru
Mac Neish
has
uncovered
an
occupation
sequence apparently as long as Meadowcroft
On
the oldest assem blage of tools
animal
bones and carbon samples he has placed dates

Cordil-

leran ic.e mass
The sea level was lower during much of
this period,
with so"much of the earths
moisture locked up in ice If early man took
the coastal route south
evidence of his
passage might be found submerged along the
continental shelf of California
Its a
hunch Patricia M.
Masters is in the early
stages
of pursuing with : an
underwater
archaeology program at Scripps Institution
of Oceanography
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t'erranean type climate appears to
have
endured throughout the Pleistocene, tantalizing clues to the presence of early man hav
been turning up for half a century
B
George Car-ter' s s1"rident claims for his
Texas Street material
and the subsequent
notoriety it brought,
caused many respected
early man archaeologists to avoid the region
until the early 1970 s

of 25 000 years
Much of the furor and headlines over
early man in the past 30 years have co~e out
of Ca-lifornia
In .1 963,
Rutb ~~ Simpson
brought Louis Leakey to the Calico Mountains
site to look at what appeared to be primitive chopping and scraping tools scattered
on an alluvial fan
Leakey found a cutbank
from which the material had eroded, went to
the National Geographic Society for funds
and began a dig that continued until his
death in 1972 (volunteers have continued
sporadic excavations without funding since
then)
Some 3 500 suspected tools and 6 000
stone flakes have been found,
along with
rocks that could have rimmed a fire circle
and bits of elephant tusk too old to date by
radiocarbon (beyond 40,000 years)
Simpson
puts the site at 50,000 years or earlier
Other supporters say 70,000 years or older
But
other archaeologists--including some
early man believers like MacNeish--still
aren t convinced Calico is an archaeological
site at all

That changed in 1974 when a Scripps
Institution
of
Oceanography
scientist
Jeffrey L. Bada, announced he had used a new
dating method to place an age of 48,000
years -on the Del Mar man skull
The skull
had been unearthed from the cliffs of Del
Mar in the 1920s
Bada dated it (at George
Carters suggestion) using amino acid racemization
a still controversial technique
which measures certain chemical changes that
take
place in protein components after
death
At the same time
Bada announced a
date of 70,000 years for human remains found
at Sunnyvale near San Francisco.
His findings n~rn1y ~~~+1~n ~h~ m~r+er
The rate of racemization is affected by the
temperatures to which the remains were sub~
jected.
To
"calibrate" the temperature
history of the Del Mar remains,
Bada used
the Laguna skull,
remains dated at 17 000
years by radiocarbon
But that radiocarbon
date--and
thus
the racemization
dates
derived from it--are still questioned by
many skeptics
Last summer two scientists
from the U.
s. Geological Survey in Menlo
Park, James
L.
Bischoff and Robert J
Rosenbauer
published dates--11 000 years
for
Del Mar man and 8 300 for the Sunnyva.
remains--based on uranium analysis
tha
conflict radically with Bada s

Similar skepticism has greeted
the
Wooley '. Mammoth Site on Santa Rosa Island, 30
miles offshore from Santa Barbara. During
the lower sea level of the last glacial
epochs,
Santa Rosa and neighboring islands
may have been connected to the mainland.
In
1976,
Rainer Berger of the University of
California,
Los Angeles excavated a large
fire area that held mammoth bones arid what
appeared to be stone tools Other fire areas
and burnt bones of extinct animals had been
found ·on the island over the years but none
in undisturbed strata showing clear associa~
tion before
The charcoal samples Berger
dated
showed no
radiocarbon
activity,
indicating
they were older than 40,000
years
MacNeish was impressed, but like_ the
skeptics unconvinced

In an attemot to try to settle the
matter more bone chips from Del Mar man and
another skeleton found in the 1920s in the
La Jolla sand dunes have been distributed by
the San Diego Museum of Man to several
different dating teams for analysis

At China Lake
a Naval weapons test
facility in the southern California desert,
Emma Lou Davis over the years has found
apparent stone tools scattered on the surface of what was once Pleistocene lake and
marsh country
In 1973 she found a mammoth
tooth--not uncommon in that region--put it
in a coffee can and forgot it for five
years
In 1978 ,
while examining it again,
she noticed that two apparently manmade
flakes of chert and obsidian had fallen from
the dried clay around the tooth
Uraniumthorium dating put the tooth at more than
40 000 years
But are the flakes really
manmade? She believes definitive answers may
lie below the ancient lakebeds of the western deserts

If
Bada s date didn t
settle
any
debates,
it certainly brought renewed interest from outside professionals in
San
Diego s potential early man sites
In 1976
and 1977 the Peabody Foundation and others
sponsored several digs and surveys in La
Jolla and Mission Valley in hopes of finding
sites with datable skeletal material animal
remains and apparent stone tools in clear
association--the kind of definitive evidence
needed to convince skeptics that early man
was indeed there
No such finds were made
The digs produced more of the grooved and
broken felsite and quartzite rocks and fire
areas that could have been human hearths

The scattered finds continue Last fall
Black Rock Desert in northwest Nevada
Santa Monica archaeologist Billy Clewlow
announced finding what lppeared to be two
crude scraping tools among a collection of
ma_mmoth bones Preliminary dating on a tooth
put the find at 20 000 years before present
in

In

San Diego

This past spring one of the archaeologists who participated in the 1977 work,
Brian O.K. Reeves of the University of
Calgary
returned for a three-month survey
of the county His hope again was to find an
apparent habitation site for excavation--one
where definitive proofs of man's presence

where the current Medi-
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might be locked in an undisturbed
context for firm dating

geologic

and bone and charcoal
And if there is too
little evidence to say who he was
theres
also too much to dismiss him as a mirage

As he and his crew walked the mesas,
hills and washes of sprawling San Diego
County
they found and examined
large
numbers of apparent stone tools
Tools
Reeves is convinced are the work of man and
date back at least 120,000 years
But
erosion
"self-swallowing" soils, farmer s
tractors
the bulldozers of developers and
highway cuts all have conspired to make the
search for stable and undis turbed sites
frustrating

###

• EDUCATION
UCSD FIELD SCHOOL IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Ms. Susan Hector will be teaching an archaeological field school on Dulzura Creek near
Jamul in San Diego County in the fall of 1982.
The course will -be offered out of the University Extention School at the University of
California, San Diego . For details, call Susan
at 714-275-3732.
·

The surface finds may not be hard sci
enti~~c evidence, but they still set early
man proponents like Reeves t o speculating:
"If we re talking 120,000 to 200,000
years
we re not talking about Homo sapiens
We re talking about pre-Neandersapiens
thal "he said during his spring survey "In
China we know you have Homo erectus back to
1 7 million going right up to 400 000 or
300 000
The implications in terms of human
evolution and some of the currently popular
theories of human evolution and radiation of
Homo sapiens sapiens around the world--this
does some damage to those ideas

The research problem revolves around variability
in a village context and the question of seasonality versus year around occupation ·in che prehistoric Kurneyaay settlement system in the coastal
foothills
This particular site covers several
acres in a valley adjacent to an oak woodland.
The area is within one mile of a Mexican Period
adobe which was burned and sacked by marauding
Indians (not necessarily the Kumeyaay) who also
kidnapped the occupants and took them off to
the Colorado River. Contact with the ranchos
during the historic period has not been established.

"Many people would not want to see man
in North America until he acquired all the
necessary tools and equipment of the Western
European Upper Paleolithic to make it across
the Bering land bridge "Reeves added
At least one early man searcher unsatisfied with cataloging broken rock and pondering the details of soil strata, h as taken
vague and guarded speculations like Reeves•
to the limit
Tucson archaeologist Jeffrey
Goodman
last
year published
"American
Genesis",
a book that turns the tables on
Old World/New World
America, he contends
was the Garden of Eden
Homo took his last
step from ape to sapiens not in Europe but
in America
he poses (stridently in print
but much less so in person ) From the Americas he used the Bering land bridge to colonize what has mistakenly been called the Old
World
In fact
Goodman speculates
those
Cro-Magnons
(considered the first truly
modern humans) who appeared in France to
compete with the Neanderthals 35 000 years
ago might really have been early American
Indians on a long jaunt from
southern
California

CSUF FIELD SCHOOL AT STANISLAUS NATIONAL FOREST
Dr. Michael J Moratto will be teaching an
archaeological field school at a site'in the
Stanislaus National Forest. The course will be
offered as Anthropology 111 in the Division of
Extended Education at California State University Fresno.
The course will emphasize excavation and analysis
under a research design. Students will learn
how t o plan excavations with the goal of recovering samples which can address questions
The
studencs will contribute to the ultimate publication.
SANTA ANA COLLEGE TO EXCAVATE AT MISSION SAN
JUAN CAPISTRANO IN ORANGE COUNTY
Mr. Nicholas M. Magalousis of the Department of
Anthropology at Santa Ana College is offering an
archaeological field school in his on-going
research project at Mission San Juan Capistrano.
Anthropology 103 will teach the students how
co conduct archaeology in a meaningful historical format.
'

Goodman doesn t intend to be locked in
to this view
He thinks it more likely that
modern man arose from near-man at several
sites around the world, •including Europe
South Africa and the Middle East
But no
other advocate of this "multigenesis" theory
has yet suggested that the America, too had
a homegrown modern man

Previous work has been inside standing architec~
ture and around the west side of the site. One
of the interesting features has been an early
20th century pottery kiln which made items for
the tourist trade back in the 1920's. Several
very old walls have been carefully excavated
and preserved.

In the end , all such speculation raises
more questions than it answers. That shadowy
figure--or illusory vision--on the ancient
mesas must still be pursued in bits of rock
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CURRENT RESEARCH
DE~ERT RESEARCHERS HAVE SUCCESSFUL AGAVE ROAST
After three unsuccessful experiments with replicating the roasting of agave plants in the PinonJuniper Woodland area around Table Mountain near
Jacumba, San Diego County, a highly successful
roast was accomplished on May 22, 1982 . The San
Diego County Archaeological Society retained
Katherine Saubel as Chef and Tony Pinto observed
with conunents on how the Kumeyaay did it.

The tes_t agave pit was about one third the size of
those found in the nearby surveys
Accordingly only
three agave hearts were selected for roasting. This
enabled Katherine to reduce the number of hours of
the roast from the customary 2-3 days down to 21
hours.

Over 100 ancient agave roasting pits have been
discovered in the Table Mountain area since SDCAS
began surveying the area in 1975. Many questions
were posed as to the nature of the pits and how
long they had been used. In 1979, one hal'f of
one was excavated and it yielded many pounds of
charcoal, some seeds, and apout 80 pounds of fire
broken cobbles.

The key to making this a successful agave roast came
in the techniques of preparing the pit. Just as in
the excavated pit, this one had a liner of cobbles,
but it also had random cobbles heated among the
coals after about four hours of i ntense fires. The~,
when the pit was hot enough, the coals and random
cobbles were drawn back to the sides and the agave
placed down inside. The cut leaves were then placed
one layer thick atop the agave hearts and the coals
and hot rocks were drawn back over the leaves. Tony
supervised the sealing of the pit, advising that dirt
must cover it all and "no smoke must be allowed to
escape."

One surprise to the excavation team was the fact
that the cobble platform at the base of the pit
had been reconstructed repeatedly. This was deduced after examining the many broken rocks so carefully placed in the: pit. It has been hn:othesized that the people . re-used the same pits over
and over again . This would mean that the hundreds
of pits found in the survey represent a larger
population of agave roas ters than had been originally suggested.

During the following 21 hours, there was a tour of
some of the 140 recorded sites, a potluck dinner , and
a relaxing day lounging around in the sun on Sunda
Katherine and about 15 hearty souls drove out ab
three miles and then hiked in to a l arge village
examined rock paintings and a prayer stick cave.

Back in about 1976, a student at .UC Riverside
had excavated several roasting pits in Davies
Valley some miles to the east. The dates taken
off charcoal from those pits clustered around ··
A.D. 1600. One hypothesis is that agave pits
represent a marginal food resource which was utilized after Lake Cahuilla dried up around A.D . 1500.

At the appointed hour, Katherine gave the group
the go ahead and the soil capping was drawn off
the pit. Still extremely hot, the agave hearts
were scooped out with round nosed shovels and placed
on a table for carving . As Steve Shackley and Anna
Noah carved off pieces, plates were circulated and
those present each had a piece. Larger pieces were
given to Katherine and Tony

Interviews with Romaldo La Chappa, a Kumeyaay elder
from Campo Reservation, back in 1976 revealed that
a band of men would leave their villages in the
late Spring and spend three to seven days roasting
agave and transporting the product back to the village. Romaldo had stated that about ten were roasted
at any one time.

Tasters differed in their interpretations of the
agave. Most agreed that it had the consistency
of sugary sweet potato, but was reminiscent of
cooked pinapple. It was very difficult to stop
the crowd from eating all of the samples right
on the spot. Tony commented that all his family
ate the agave within a matter of hours or days and
had never heard of storing them. Indeed, Anna did
manage to save and freeze enough for the general
meeting the following Tuesday

Katherine Saubel came down from Morongo Reservation
in Riverside County to help.with the agave roast
project. She directed a team of men and women out
along a road east of Table Mountain. They excavated
reiatively young agaves with the flower stalk just
about two feet out of the heart; any longer and the
sugar would be lost in the stock and flowers. This
was done by an oak digging stick made by Steve Shackley of C.S . R.I . Anna Noah, Vice President of Research
for SDCAS , chopped off the leaves with metav.olcanic
flaked stone tools . Tirzo Gonzalez attached a sophisticated heat measuring device to the roasting pit
to measure the temperatures on the bottom platfonn,
sides of the pit, and the agaves as they roasted.

Ron May
July 15, 1982
RESEARCHER SEEKS RAILROAD LOGGING INFORMATION
Richard Crooker, PhD. candidate in the Department
of Social Sciences, California State Poly Univserity, Pomona, is conducting research for his
dis sertation on historic l ogging . His dissertatfon
is tentatively titled: An Historical Geography of
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evolution at Willow Beach and probably came from some
other location originally

LOGGING INFORMATION
Logging Activity in the California Feather River
C~utry
Crooker' s study will involve "all analys~s of the ~elationship between early logging locational attributes. Sonia Tamez is sharing the
Historic Logging Group's research data with him·
if you have information that may be of use in his
thesis, Crooker can be contacted at Cal State
Poly Department of Social Sciences, 3801 West
Temple Avenue , Pomona, CA 91760.
RESEARCH ON DISCOIDAL STONES
My discoidal data has been excavated from the bottom
of my desk and I hope to finally finish the r eport.
I would like information from any readers on the following :
1. Oiscoidals found in situ with
associated artifacts~~~
2. DiscoiJals with associated C-14 dates;

There a r e less than ten radiocarbon dates associated
with this problem in the San Diego County region. One
from Santee Greens yielded an astoundingly earl y date
of A.O. 730 _:: 110, although others dated much la~er;
A.O. 1100 +120 and A.O . 1195 + 100. A date at Cottonwood Creek-during a State Highway Salvage on Inters~
tate 8 which was recovered at the lowest level of
ceramic appearance and just above a Milling Archaic
strata dated at A.O. 990 _:: 80. Three interesting
dates appeared from sites at Mother Grundy Mountain;
A.O . 895 + 20, A.O. 1285 + 220, and A.O. 1350 + 100.
James R. Moriarty III recovered a date of A.D.-1200
at the Spindrift Site in La Jolla, but it is not
clear if this was the lowest level associated with
ceramics or just a low location of charcoal.
All the above dates are from sites containing Tizon
Brown W~re (TBW) which Malcolm J Rogers would have
dated after A.O. 1450 when Lake Cahuilla dried up
and the desert pottery makers would have gone up into
the mountains and .coast . This concept in itself is
interesting, but the above dates seem to prove that
ceramics preceded the lake episodes

3. Cogstone sites which lack discoidals;
4

Any other discoidal information.

The largest discoidal (23.3 cm. diame ter) which I have
examined and the smallest (4.8 cm.) are b_oth from
Orange County and, unfortunatel y both unprovenienced
surface finds. So far, only one (grossl y disturbed)
site has yielded a cogstone but no discoidal; only one
(San Diego County) has produced evidence of a gaming
association; and two sites (Orange and LA Counties each)
have yielded caches of cogs and discs and one may have
been deposited during historic times .
Please contact me at the Musewn of Anthropology
Fullerton, 92634, or (714) 773-3977

CSU

Research into several hundred sites around the shore
of Lake Cahuilla by Benjamin McCown, Jr . Lucille
McCown, Ron May and Mary Lou Heuett-Graff have established that indeed TBW was in use by the lake people.
The l ake is thouRht to have been filled about A.O. 950
and remained so until A.O. 1450/1500 . Of course, it
filled and dried cycliclly as far back as 37,000 years
ago.
One hypothesis which seems possible is that whoever
the original ceramic-makers were, they spread the
c raft all about the California Desert and up into
the Peninsular Mountains at least as early as
A.O. 700. The later dates suggest that the useage
of the craft was not instantaneous and that common
useage is most detectable after A.O. 1000.

Constance Cameron

WHEN DIU POTTERY MAKING TECHNOLOGY ENTER CALIFORNIA
AND WHAT IMPACT DID IT HAVE ON NATIVE CULTURE?
At prese nt, there remains insufficient data to ascertain when (let alone prove) the technology of pottery
making came to California's prehistoric cultures
Moreover, no one has satisfactorily examined the question as to wha t theoretical impacts this might have
had upon hunting and gathering band level societies
in their l and-use strategies .
It will become extremely imf.k>rtant in up-coming months
to narrow down this problem and assess what data is
needed to resolve the problem. It has been suggested
that at least 100 radiocarbon dates must be obt ained
from buried strata associated with t he earliest appearance of ceramics in southern California to come
to any real understanding. There is a common myth or
belief among Arizona archaeologists that both Tizon
Brown Ware and Lower Colorado River Buff Ware came
from Arizona cultures around A.O. 700, as "evidenced"
by the non-radiocarbon dated association of these
wares with Lino Gray at Willow Beach by Albert Schroeder. However, Sr.hroeder himself would be the first
to t e ll you that there was no evidence of ceramic

An hypothesis on the impact of ceramics in the system
of that period should be that moisture impervious
vessels ensured longer term storeage capa_b ili ties.
Thus, one possible impact during the A.O. 700 to
A.O. 1000 period would be a trend toward semi-sedentary _settlement patterns from the seasonal bi-polar
transhumant pattern (as suggested by D.L. True and
others in the 1970's)
It is a challenge to California and Arizona research
archaeologists to clarify this problem with new data.
There are, of course, many more dates buried in site
reports across the land which could be resurected to
knock out the above hypotheses. Perhaps the ceramics
had no impact at all and the shift never occured.
or perhaps ceramics had no effect at all and some
other trait such as bedrock milling equipment led
to changes in settlement patterns. Clearly more
work is needed to r esolve this fascinating problem.
Ronald V May
July 1, 1982
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States.
Analysis and in,erpretation are underway
A re.
to the Santa Barbara Trust f or Historic Preserv,
will be f orthcoming.
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Mary Hi lderman Smith
April, 1982

HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY EOITOR

BLACK POINT CIVIL WAR BATTERIES AT FORT MASON
Preliminary historical archaeo l ogical excavations
at the site of an 1863 harbor defense installation at Fort Mason have located the buried remains
of a brick and earthenwork battery constructed to
guard San· Franci sco from a Confederate attack. One of three such batteries built on the West
Coast as temporary forti fi cations during the Civil
War, the recentl y located structure. at Fort Mason,
perched high on a bluff _o verlooking San Francisco
Bay and Alcatraz Island is the last to survive.

S~~TA BARBARA PRESIDIO
Under ·contract to the Santa Barbara Trust for
Historic Preservation, Legion Archaeological
Research conducted Phase VIII archaeological
investigations of the Royal Presidio Chapel of
Santa Barbara, California. Founded on April 21,
1782, El Presidio de Santa Barbara represents the
oldestSpanish establishment in the Santa Barbara
area. The adobe chapel buildi ng itself, initially completed in 1787 .was extended throug h the
addition of a sacristy · and repaired at subsequent
i ntervals. With the Chapel already in a state
of disrepair by the late 1850's, lot grading in
1890 and later construction of a Buddhist Temple
depleted its structural remains

Fo~t M~scn h~s been the hea<lquarters for th~
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, a unit of
the National Park Service, since 1972. GGNRA
Park Archaeologist Martin T Mayer and Park Historian James P Delgado planned the archaeological
investigation of the site in conjunction with Regional Archaeologist Roger Kelley when plans were
advanced for a new irrigation system in the area.
Initial probing produced the buried walls of the
battery and subsequent test excavations disclosed
three gun pi ts, a small "ready magazine" for shot
and powder, and the beginnings of a breast-~igh
wall for infantry troops to stand behind while
defending the emplacement with rifles

Directed by Vance G. Bente' and assisted by Judith
D. Tordoff and Mary l+ilderman Smith, the February
to April, 1982 field project utilized California
Conservation Corps members for excavation and laboratory crews. Julia G. Costello served as consultant during the start-up phase of the project.
Excavation focused on removal of extant Chapel
foundations and buttresses
Although the Trust will
be reconstructing the Chapel using primarily Spanish methods of the period and like materials, the
contemporary lo~al building code requires steel
reinforced foundations capable of withstanding earthquakes. The archaeological inquiry addresses Spanish Colonial construction methods in general and
the Chapel design, sequence of construction, and
repairs in particular.

In addi tion to the well-preserved red brick-which was manufactured by George D. Nagle, the
civilian contractor who also supplied the brick
for Fort Point at the Golden Gate-- the arcHaeologists uncovered the rotted timber revetments
a top t he brick parapet, the timber mounts for
the huge seacoast guns emplaced at the battery,
earthenware, and several Model 1863 friction
primers used to fire the cannons

In addition to structural materials related to the
Spanish Colonial and possibly Mexican periods ~floor
and roof tiles and segments of painted plaster),
recovered artifacts include numerous s herds of various Majolica types, unglazed "mission" wares, Canton
porcelain, and edged earthenware, as well as shell
and glass beads.

Of the ten units excavated, only two were excavated
down to the original surface of the battery six
feet below grade. The other units cleared the
top of the wall as part of an effort to trace the
outlines of the structur e. Several additional
gun pits remain unexcavated, as does the suspected
site of a timber magazine which supplied half of
the battery with powder. Additional excavation
is not planned unless tests currently being
conducted by the Soils Laboratory ·of the National
Park Service's Western Archaeological and Conservation Center determine that long-term exposure
of the bricks will not pose a threat to their
preservation. Restoration is a future goal.

Supplementary work beyond the confines of the Chapel
foundation verified the locat ion of the original
Presidio defense wall, pinpointed the ground surface
of the period, and revealed a~rash deposit dating
perhaps to 1782-1794. Apparently associated with
the Commandants residence, the deposits sampled
materials include a presently unidentified Majolica
"type" with scalloped rim and solid blue on blue
decoration covering the entire vessel (Ed. Note; This
is a Fine Grade sherd of the Puebla Tradition) covering the entire vessel brim, and a bras s trade
ring with bezel-set glass cabochons similar to
those recovered from 18th century French and British
Jur trade sites in the midwest and northeast United

Martin T. Mayer
March, 1982
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Chester King reports test excavations carried out
during the winter of 1980-1981 at Talepop (Ca-LAn229) a prehistoric and historic (ca. A.O. 1100-1830)
Chumash village located in the Santa Monica Mountains
The project, carried out under contract with
the California Department of Parks &Recreation, was
necessitated and planned due to road construction at
Malibu State Park. Three discrete residential areas
and associated outdooor food processing and projectile
point manufacturing areas were distinguished. The
largest of these areas was inhabited throughout the
life of the village; the other two were first occu pied around A.O. 1600. Preliminary data indicate
that these smaller areas may have been occupied by
migrants entering the Chumash territory
The entire
site appears to have been abandoned in 1805. due to
missionization , but was reoccupied between 1810 and
1825 by a small group of Chumash affiliated with
the San Diego Mission. A hearth which dates to this
period yielded large amounts of burned beads and food
remains including beans, corn, wheat, barl ey acorns
ar:d bones of cattle and other domesticated animals
Flotation of all excavated soil recovered a massive
quantity of charred plant remains
In addition,
walnut fragments and islay nuts were found. Bulb
and yucca fragments, wood fragments, and small seeds
from sage, berries and seeds of manzanita, grasses
and numerous other her~aceous plants. Fish remains
recovered from the 3 mm. mesh screens have provided
the first substantive evidence that sardines were
an important part of the Chumash diet.

U.S. FOREST SERVICE, MENDOCINO NATIONAL FOREST
Between September and December of 1981., fieldwork and
analysis were performed in the historic, prehistoric,
and architectural analysis evaluations of three cabin
sites under the overall supervision of Robert I
Orlins California Archaeological Consultants, Inc.
and Gary F. Wirth, AIA, Gary F Wirth &Associates/
Architects, Inc. both of Woodland, California.
Three high elevation cabins, Cedar Log Cabin, Rowcroft Cabin, and West Goat Camp or Haypatch Ranger
Station, were all investigated and evaluated for
their potential eligibility for the National Regis~er
of Historic Places. All were evaluated on the basis
of historical and architectural significance. Two
of the cabins, Cedar Log Cabin and Rowcroft Cabin,
were also investigated by a prehistoric archaeologist
Additionally the prehistoric component~ ~t
the latter two sites were tested. Recommendations
for elegibility interpretation, and recons~ruction/
restoration were made for all three cabin sites
These cabins are among the very last standing or semistanding log cabins built in the 19th century and
their deteriorating condition prompted this study
In general, results indicated that the cabins, on the
east side of the North Coast Ranges, showed an economic orientation to the north Sacramento region. The
cabins were not intended to be permanent habitation
structures and the simple detailing generally evident
reflected intended use as temporary seasonal cabins
in the pursuit of summer grazing of sheep, ~attle,
and goats. This historic, seasonal, economic ~ranshumance was characteristic of at least local history
in the last half of the 1800's and continues much
in this form today

SANTA CLARA AND LIVERMORE VALLEYS
Since 1978, Basin Research Associates, Inc. has been
engaged in various cultural resource assessment,
monitering and data recovery proirams in the Santa
Clara and Livermore Valleys of California. All of
the following reports are available through the
Northwest Information Center, California Archaeological Site . Inventory Sonoma State University,
Rohnert Park, CA 94728. Original materials are
available for consultation by qualified profess ionals at Basin Research Associates, Inc. 31162
San Clemente Street, Suite 110, Hayward, California,
94578 (415-487-0923).

Charla Meacham
April, 1982
NEW MELONES
Historical archaeologists led by Co-Principal
Investigator Roberta Greenwood in 1981 excavated
eight New Melones sites selected for their potential yield of information about early habitation
in placer mining camps, relations~ips between hist~
oric groups and the effective environment, and activities of identified ethnic populations. Excavations were preceded by an active program of historic research. Greenwo0d and Moratto, along with
Co-Principal Investigator William Singleton and a
large staff are preparing the final report on
the New Melones project.

Monitering and limited data recovery operations in the
Rincon de los Esteros area of northern San Jose, California have been reported in:
Cultural Resources Monitering in the Rincon ~e l~s
Esteros Redevelopment Project: Improvement District
153 SJ, San Jose, California. by JC. Bard, J.M.
Findlay, and D.M. Graventa (October 1980) 47 pages
of text, 32 figures, . 4 tables

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK

Cultural Resources Monitering in the Rincon ~e l~s
Esteros Redevelopment Project: Improvement . District
146 SJ D.M. Garaventa, J.C. Bard, J.M. Findlay, C.I
Busby and L.S. Kobori (September 1981) 86 pages of
text, figures, and tables.

George A. Teague, Western Archaeological and Conservation Center, reports NPS investigations in Wawona
and El Portal, Yosemite National Park. John
Whittaker investigated six sites in the Wawona Valley
at the South end of Yosemite. Historic material
included a dump and a slaughterhouse with associated
bone dump belonging to the Wawona Hotel which was
built in the 18SO's to 1870'~.

i

Both reports highlight the bott~es, ce:amics, and
cultural effluvia usually associated with European
Americans during the period of about 1880-1920. An
occasional Chinese artifact and even some Japanese
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wares reaffirm the cultural pluralism within the
Santa Clara Valley from the Gold Rush period onward.
Downtown San Jose projects include:

Maps and Index of Radiocarbon-Dated Samples From
Southern California. by Christine Hastorf and
John C. Tinsley U.S . Geological Survey Map MF-1294,
1981 (available for $2 . 50 from the Branch of
Distribution, U.S.G.S. Box 25286, Federal Center,
Denver, CO 80225)

Cultural Resources Monitering
San Antonio Plaza
Redevelopment Project : Blocks 2 and 3, May 15
July 18, 1980, City of San Jose, California. by
J.C. Bard and D.M. Garaventa (December 1980) 94
pages detai l ing the demolition of the James Lick
Stable building.

This publication lists and locates .977 carbon-14
dates from archaeological and geological contexts in
southern California obtained between 1951 and 1979.
The dates come from publications, unpublished reports
and oral communications
Although there are dates
from each of the ten southern most counties, most of
the samples are concentrated in coastal San Diego,
Orange, and Los Angeles Counties and the Channel
Islands
Sample locations are given either on a
1:500,000 map of southern California or a 1:125,000
map of the Los Angeles area. The booklet that
accompanies the maps .gives the l aboratory name and
number, the latitude and longitude, the type of site
(i.e. archaeological, geological, etc.) the sample
material, and references for each date. A listing
of dates in chronological order is also provided.
Although by no means complete, this listing represents an important r esearch tool for southern California archaeologists
It brings together in a
concise manner a body of data that has been dispersed through a wide variety of published and unpublished sources. It will provide an important
starting point for regional overviews or for resea
on particular time periods

Historical Archaeological Testing Program, San
Antonio Plaza Redevelopment Project, San Jose,
California. by D.J. Fee, L.S. Kobori, and D.M.
Garaventa (December 1981) Basin Research Associates Occasional Papers Number 2, Hayward, California. 290 pages of text, tables and illustrations . Details of the James Lick Stable building·
brick foundations and wood flooring as well as
Detailed descriptions of bottles, pipes, European and Chinese ceramics dating from the l ate
19th century (and into the post 1930's) Materials were recovered from a variety of contexts
including isolates, clusters, and distinct
trash pit accumulations
Work in the Liver:nore, Alameda, and San Joaquin
CoW1ties include the following report on a 7000
acre survey:
A Cultural Resource Inventory of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's Site 300 , Alameda and
San Joaquin Counties, California. by C.I Bus~y
~M. Garaventa, and L.S. Kobori (May 1981) This
96 page report includes tabl~s, figures, and_text.
Three prehistoric, 20 historic, and one multicomponent site were identified. Sit~s ~un ~rom
prehistoric to Gold Rush to Industrialization to_
the formation of Company Towns (Tesla and Carnegie)

(name of reviewer not given)
Archaeol ogical Salvage of the Joso Trestle Construction Camp. by Pricilla Wegars and Roderick Sprague. University of Idaho Anthropological Research Manuscript Number 65. Moscow,
Idaho, 1981.

A report in process in th e downtown San Jose
area is:
A Limited Archaeological Data Recovery and Moni- _
tering Program Along East San Fernando ~treet, City
of San Jose, California. by L.S. Kobori, O.J Fee,
D.M. Garaventa, M.C . Kennard, and J .C. Bard.

The Joso Camp on the Snake River in eastern
Wasnington was occupied during the construction
of the Pacific Northwest Railroad in 1913 and
1914. The trestle at the site is still used
by the Union Pacific Railroad. Because a fish
hatchery was proposed for the area, a salvage
excavation took place in the winter of 1980.

Donna Garaventa
April, 1982

Once the trestle was completed, the camp structures were dismantled. Photos of the camp helped
archaeologists learn about the architecture and
decide where to excavate. Research interests
focussed upon consumption and disposal patterns
of the foreman and ironworkers
Information was
also sought about leisure activities (smoking,
drinking, card playing, and music), ethnicity
of the population, and other quality of life
questions

Next Deadline
••••••• SEPTEMBER 30, 1982 *******

The brief report that resulted is tightly put to~
gether and worthy of reading. It illustrates the

0

was squeezed in at the last moment. Having had
experience in producing similar publications
can appreciate the difficulties by last minute
corrections. Faced with retyping of whole pages
to eliminate an incorrect word or to insert a
forgotten word, one often resorts to correcting
fluid or tape to make a correction. Most of the
time this can be done so that it is unnoticed,
however, with the growing availability of word
processing equipment, it would seem that a consi
derable improvement of the appearance of similar
reports in the future could be attained with
only minimal additional effort. More careful
editing could improve the final product and
word processors would make revision simpler.
The Bureau of Land Management instigated several
different investigations of the Pony Express in t he
Great Basin as part of the Bicentenn~al effort of the
agency
Hardesty's excavations as San Dprings and
Cold Springs were matched by similar excavations at
Simpson Springs in western Utah reported by Berge
in 1980 in the BLM Cultural Resource Series and by
otherspecial studies by Fike in 1979 also in the
Cultural Resource Series and a manuscript by Bluth
in 1976. As a result of this program, some of the
first archaeological data on the Pony Express station have been produced. Although the noble experiment lasted only 18 months, the stations established
across the Great Basin often enjoyed a much longer
life. Due to the location of t he stations near the
few available water sources, many of these locations
were reoccupied for other purposes. The transcontinental telegraph followed closely the Pony
Express trail as did several other routes
Early
ranching enterprises often utilized the same locations because of the availability of water for the
stock. Attempting to identify a "Pony Express"
pattern is complicated by the multiplicity of uses
for many of the stations from the late 1850's to
the mid 1900's. Simpson Springs, for example, was
used up to the 1940's for a variety of purposes.

BOOKS
excellent technique for classification and categorization of artifacts outlined in Roderick
Sprague's A Functional/Classification for Artifact s from 19th and 20th Century Historic Sites
(North American Archaeologist, Volume 2 (3) 19801981)
The excavation techniques employed are
clearly presented. Some areas deserved more
attention than they were given, but the openness
of reporting what actually was done cannot be
faulted. The only criticism that I have is that
they excavated using the metric system of measure
in this American historic site.
The report goes well beyond the classifying of
artifacts and leads one on into behavioral interpretations of the lifeways of the people who
lived at the camp. It demonstrates what we mean
when we caution that knowledge of artifacts is
necessary but not the end result of historic
site investigations.
reviewed by jim Ro ck
Klamath National Forest
The Pony Express in Central Neva~a: Archaeological and Documentary Perspectives. by Donald L. Hardesty
Bureau of Land Management,
Nevada, Cultural Resource Series, Number _1,
Reno, 1979. 174 pages, 27 figures, no price
given.
This i s the first volume in a series of publications by the Bureau of Land Management in
Nevada. The series will presumably detail the
results of cultural resource activities conducted by and for the agency in th~t_state. ~ecently there has been a number of similar series
of "cultural resource management" documents
produced by a vari~ty of feder~l _a~encies ~nan
effort to meet their respons1b1l1t1es of disseminating such data to the public . Typi~al of
most of these series, The Pony Express in Central Nevada, reflects informal style! ~nexpensive production, and rather loose ed1t1ng procedure . These characteristics are not seen as
arguments against such publications! but ~re
rather some of the contlitions seemingly 1nherent,to most "quick and dirty" publications

Although the utilization of the Cold Springs and
San Dprings stations after the collapse of the
Pony Express system is not clearly spelled out in
Hardesty•s report, it would appear that these stations did not accumulate the kind of post-1862
overburden that was found at the Simpson Springs
station. lt may be more reasonable to expect the
patterns from these two sites to ref~ect the a:ray
of activities at a Pony Express station . A quick
comparison of artifact types from Sand 3prings and
Simpson Springs is sufficient to indicate the differences in the material remains
Some of the categories are significantly different, a ?ifference
that might be attributable to the masking effect
of later deposition at Simpson Springs . Some of
the differences are, however, more difficult to
reconcile. The absence of musket and minne balls
from Simpson Springs is difficult to explain
given their frequencies at both S~nd Springs ~nd
Cold Springs stations. The same is true of pipe
fragments , several of which were ~ound at b~th
San and Cold Springs but not at s-1.apson Springs.

Hardesty's volume suffers more than necessary
from the lack of editing, with numerous typographical e rrors that detract from the ap~earance and readibility of the report. The introduction contains several redund<111t sentences and
phrases that read like a scratched record for
a couple of pages, but the remainder of ~he
report avoids such distractions
There is confusion of r oom numbers on page 41 during the
discussion of the architectural history which
requires some cross checking with the maps and
substitution of corrected numbers

The rather dramatic distinction between Cold
Springs and San Springs in the ~bundance a~d
variety of artifacts is s~ggestive of the _impact
of the collector on historic sites
A quick
glance down the list of artifacts and their frequencies is sufficient t o demonstrate this im-

Except for an occasional awkward sentence that
requires re-reading, most of the other stylistic
shortcomings are limited to gaps w~ere words
were del eted, words slightly off line that were
typed in later, and missing spaces where a word
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pact. Watch out for page 92, though, the order
of the sites is revt.:rsed in tht.: st.: columns of fi~ures from that on preceding pat:es. The early abandonment and burial of Sand- Springs in wind-blown
sand apparently provided protection for tht.: material remains from most forms of disturbance. Nearly
30% more items wt.:re recovered from this site,
although its metal artifacts appear to have fared
much better than those at Cold Springs.

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT

Il l

The Corps of Engineers San Francisco District
is planning to hire an experienced Archeol ogist
'
(~S 9~11) on a half-time, permanent basis. The of'.1ce 1s 1n downt?wn S~n Francisco and the territory
includes the Cal1forn1a coastal drainages from Monter~y County to Orego~ ~andidates must have appli
cation forms 171 on file 1n the Archeology Mid-Level
Register~ Office of Personnel Management L.A.
Area Office, 345_South Figueroa St., Los Angeles CA
90017 Further 1nformat1on may be obtained from Ms.
Suzanne Funes, Personnel Office, Corps of Engineers
(~15) 974~0341 or sending your name, address and
pnone numoer_to Dr. Richard Lerner, Anthropologist,
Corps of Engrneers 211 Main St. San Francisco CA
94105.
'

The author's attempts to define a "Pony Express
pattern" modeled after Souths 1977 work, Method
and Theory in ll]storical Archaeology, arc laudable
but one wonders just what patterning is being
revealed when Pony Express useage amounted to a
few short months and the amounts of artifacts discarded, lost, or abandoned, could not have been
large. Less than 800 artifacts were recovered
from each of the s·i tes as compared to over 7000
items from Simpson Springs. With low counts in
many of the categories of artifacts, the opportunity
for variance is greatly increased. In spite of
these possibilities, the author attributes differences in frequencies of certain items between
the two stations to variation in the social makeup of the groups who occupied the sites

1983 SCA ANNUAL MEETINGS IN SAN DIEGO
Although not without j ts cosmetic and theoretical problems, this publication is a welcome addition to the available lit:erature. The author and
the llurcau of Land Management arc to be commended
for producing this report and making it more
widely available than arc the results of a great
mana similar projects

The Convention Committee is pl eased to announce
that the 1983 SCA meetings will be held at the Bahia
Hotel, Mission Bay, San Diego, March 23 through 26.
The meeting will be held jointly with the Southwestern
Anthropological Association.
Activities willinclude an opening night cruise around
Mission Bay on the Bahia Belle, a converted sternwheeler ferry annual banquet and dance, noon time
fashion show, and beer tasting extravaganza. Keynote
speaker will be Tom King (past SCA President) of
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.

Evan I llellloois
Forest Service
South Building
Washington, llC 20013

So far, the following symposia topics have been proposed: shell bead exchange (Mike Macko); Spanish
Colonial Research CDennis Quillen ) ; Baj a Research
(Bill Eckhardt) and Settlement Patterning in Inland
San Diego (E. Breck Parkman)
The Committee is interested in other topics as early as pos sible to facilitate planning the program. We anticipate the need
for symposia chairs for regional sessions and invite
proposals oriented to more focused theoretical or
methodological issues. Sc6tt Fulmer, 6255 Rancho
Mission Road, # 307 San Diego, CA 92108.

AN ANALYSIS·
AllV lSOI\Y COUNCll. lllt, REGUL.I\TlONS REJECTEll
Tht' Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has rej
ccted proposed l"l'V is ions to streamline the Advisory
Council on llistoric Preservation's regulations that
assure rcvil'w of federal agency projects having an
impact on historic properties. Citing a Presidential
Exccutivt' Order giving OMB illlthority over regulatory
reform, OMB made it clear that it wants to discard
the system that has worked well thus far. Specifically OMB wants to restrict ACHP influence over
federal agencies
WRITE YOUR CONGRESSMEN AND
SENATORS OVER T!IIS URGENT ~IATTER.

PRESERVATION NETWORK ALERT
A ZERO appropriation for the Historic Preservation
Fund in FY 83 was proposed "in the Administrations
budget released in early February . In other words,
no money for t:he state programs or the National Trust.
next year!
The proposal makes no sense. The national preservation program is a model federal-state-private partnership. The states carry out critical activities for
the federal government., such as National Register
nominations, federal project reviews and tas act
certifications
This is an excellent example of the
President's decentralization program . SPE~K OUT !
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AD IIOC COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE TiiE FUTURE OF ARCHAEOLOGY

Treasurer's Report: Gothold reported that the current
funds are $6,777.41.

The 47th Annual Meeting of the Society for American
Archaeology was held in Minneapolic on April 14-17
Californians spotted in_ the throng inclucled Antonio
Gilman, Don Miller, Charles Rozaire, Sannie Kenton,
Bobby Greenwood, Irv Taylor, and Jerry Johnson. Other
Golden Staters scheduled to deliver papers (presence
unconfirmed) were Barbara Voytec, Nerissa Russell,
K. L. Kvamme, William Hildebrandt, J. W. Bell, R. L. Bettinger, J. Desmond Clark, Glenn Farris, John Foster,
James West, D. Theodoratus, C.W. Meighan, and Fritz
Riddell (cancelled)
Others may have been missed.

Future Board Meetings: August 21; ARM offices again
October 2; Southern Data Sharing
October 23; Nth Data Sharing in
Sacramento
January 29; ARM offices
1983 Annual Meetings: Probability of a joint meeting
with SWAA in San Diego at the Bahia Hotel at Mission
Bay
1984 Annual Meetings: Possibility of being held in
Salinas; the convention center is free and a motel
about 30 yards from the center has rates of $30 a night.
A suggestion was made to hold jointly with the American Rock Art Association (a suggestion was also to
hold jointly with the Cooties who shared the Bakersfield
Meeting)

Reflecting growing concern for the need for a unified
public policy statement and the possibilities for
achieving more unified goals in archaeology the Ad
Hoc Committee on the Future of Archaeology has asked
the Coordinating Council of National Archaeological
Societies to appoint a task force to analyze the profession in terms of goals, membership composition,
resources at hand, potential sources of further
support, and what must be done to achieve perceived
goals
The task force began its work in !linneapolis
and will report at the CCONAS meeting in Washington
next December, concurrent with AAA. Californians on
the task force are Michael Moratto and Roberta Greenwood.

Membership: Breschini reported that as of May 27
there were 365 members with 228 expiring in March
and 195 lapsed from last year. 800 letters have been
sent out as part of the AB 952 alert, which should
add to the membership.

FEDS BUSTING POTHUNTERS IN THE NATIONAL FORESTS

Correspondence: Paul Ezell sent a letter praising the
"Old Timers Meeting"; Fritz Riddel i s organizing _a
similar one for San Diego.

New.sletter: Going to press at this time.

The National Forests have arrested five pothunters/
ghouls in California National Forests
Three men
were fined $500 each and placed on one year's probation after pleading guilty to vandalizing a burial
site in the Los Padres NF. Two more characters were
fined $50 for treasure hunting in an historic 1919
to 1920 site in flumas NF.

SB 297: Foster and others met with the Governo r's
office and the AB 952 team will confer in Sacramento
on this bill as well.
AB 952: There was discussion about how to process
the coordination with lobbyists and legislators. There
was concensus that the bill was just as bad for developers as archaeologists. There was an effort to limit
developers const to the 1% Moss-Bennet maximum, except
for the minor subdivisions and mi~or permits. There
was a need raised for more support for the SCA views
on the bill . Specific attention was given to the
Native American Heritage Commission (who voted against)
to ask the~ to be present.

California archaeologists are advised to become
familiar with 36 CFR 261, which defines the range
of acceptable behavior on forest lands . The ful l
text of these regulations can be found in the Federal Register, Volume 46, Number 125, pages 3351811520 .

A number of changes in the bill were approved by the
Executive Committee, to be us ed by the Legislative
team in the Sacramento meetings.

CHINESE SITES SYMPOSIUM AT SHA
Jerry Wylie, Intermountain Regional Archaeologist,
National Forest, is organizing a session on Chinese
historical sites at the January 1983 meeting of the
Society for Historical Archaeology in Denver. lie
envisions national participation and is seeking
contributors. To contact· him call FTS 8-586-5172
or -5563.

Resolutions:
A. Rob Edwards moved that the President Elect, Dave
Frederickson (and Sonoma State) develop a statement
of philosophy and policy appropriate to direft and
limit future activities of the Board in many political areas. This will be considered by the Executive
Board for action, and recommendation to the membership. Jane Gothold second; motion Wlanimous .

SCA Executive Board Meeting, June 5, 1982

B. Rob Edwards moved that the Presiclent Elect, Dave
Frederickson. (and Sonoma State) develop an informational and educational mailing that would explain the
history and the ~ssues of curation that led to the
request for action, including asking for proponents
statements from each side to be included and then
(after Executive Board review and approval) be mailed
to each SCA member as educational action. Jane Gothold seconded; motion passed by a 6-1 vote.

Meeting held at ARM, 496 N. 5th St, San Jose.
Present : Gary Breschini, Dave Frederickson, Fritz
Riddel, Jane Gothold, Rob Edwards Bob Cartier, Jan
Whitlow, Trudy Jlaverstat (note: Cartier proxied for
Russ Kaldenberg and Whitlow proxied for ~like Glas sow)
Minutes : The minutes of past. meetings were approved.
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MINUTES

certified under their S day training program.
Please let your concerns be known on this issue
by contacting Forest Service Officials and your
Congressmen.

C. Gary Breschini moved that a letter be written to
ACPAC stating that the SCA is considering a change in
it s . policy that would make it less than overtly political. In light of. that probability a motion to
encourage ACPAC and other s uch groups to maintain
their existence and be active politically was added.
Fritz Riddel seconded; passed unanimously Writing
of letter delegated by the President to the Secretary

Sincerel y
Janet P. Eidsnes~
Box 625
Big Bar, CA 96010
(Editor's Note: Readers please send comments on
this issue for the next issue of the Newsletter.

Rob Edwards Secretary
(edited by Ron May)

Dear Editor:
I am op~oseq to the United ~tates Forest Service
Paraprofessional archaeologist program, where an
employee may become a certified archaeologist
after completing a S day regional training ' program.
I believe it is time to eliminate this program
because of potential conflicts of interest , and
upgrade professionalism of archaeologists empl0yed
by the forest Service. The following personal
experience points out my reasons.

EDITORIAL
The letter written by Janet Eidsness and submitted to the SCA Newsletter appears to be a
very valid concern for the SCA membership and
anyone else concerned with the proper care of
California archaeological and historical resourc
It has been a nagging problem over the years.
that one day the Forest Service would mis-use the
orientation programs designed to sensitize the
Fores t personnel to the value and importance of
archaeological resources .

I am the one and only professional archaeologis t
ever employed on a long- term basis (seasonal; FY 8081} in the Big Bar Ranger District, Shast~-Trinity
' National Forest, the heartland of Chimariko territory in northwestern Trinity County California.
This year I lost the job to timber management
personnel who attended the 5 day archaeology training session. According to Forest Service officials,
cutbacks in government spending have resulted in the
shuffling of funds to cover permanent employees
payrolls. Thus , the archaeology funds slated for
reconnaissance of timber sale areas this year have
been given to the permanently employed paraprofess ionals.

Just three years ago, Chris White, Jamie Cleland,
and I represented the Archaeological Resource
Management Society in meeting with the Cleveland
National Forest . The pur pose of that particular
meeting was to encourage them to hire a professi onal
archaeologist to survey the forest areas destined
to be developed or so ld . Following that meeting,
I worked with the Forest Service Personnel to
devise an examination which would result in a
professional archaeologist . The Forest hired
archaeologist Dorothy Hall, a former SHPO from
Ari zona. Hall, in turn, hired two GS-5 archaeologists to perform the s urveys.

It is obviously not very professional or costeffective to employ persons with a S day training
background at approximately twice the salary (GS 7
through 1'3) of a more experienced professional
archaeologist (GS S through

9J

However, the Cleveland National Forest recently
laid off these GS-5 l evel archaeologists and
initiated a S day regional training program .
I was asked to lecture for about 4 hours on
historical archaeology and later declined when
it became apparent that Forest personnel with
only this background would be "surveying" in
lieu of trained archaeologists.

It is also a potential conflict of interest for
timber personnel to perform archaeological research
and survers when their promotions are based upon
smooth running timber sales and not delays or
re-planning of such sales due to the presence of
pseky archaeological sites found in the vicinity
I feel that cultural resources identification and
protection is not the p;rimary issue with those
who make the decisions, but rather job security

I share Janet s anger over the situation. I
know that these folks can not make adequate
judgements
They will avoid dense vegetation,
not be scientific in their transects, dismiss
flake scatter sites (often buried camps with
rodent/ root surfacing of fl akes) and limited

I believe the California professional archaeological community must t ake a stance against the use
ofForest Service paraprofessional archaeologists
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EDITORIAL

Be it further resolved that the American Association of Physical Anthropologists encourages close
and effective communication with appropriate
ethnic groups by individual scholars who study
human remains that may have biological or cultural
affinity to those groups, and

sites as "not worthy of recording" be incomplete in filling out site forms
I have
expeTienced whining Forest rangersriiaking fun
of trails and milling sites and focussing upon
"rich middens".

Be it finally resolved that the President of the
Association communicate this resolution to the
national anthropological organizations and to any
agency or individual whose treatment of human
skeletal remains departs from that specified in
this resolution."

I am equally angry to find that the hard fought
for and won$$$ made available for Forest sruveys
will be used by GS-7 through 13 personnel to
conduct the surveys
When the money runs out,
they will simply stop surveying. A GS-5 archaeologist with a Bachelor's Degree in Anthropology
and about 2 years of archaeology experience
will make far better decisions in much l ess
time than rangers, clerks, and administrators

From the President

SCA members need to examine the vexing problem here
before us. We have placed our trust in the Federal
agencies for their responsibility in conserving our
resources. Who will will ever know if a Forest geologist or timber specialist makes serious mistakes
when walking over a timber/recreational area? Who
will know when that person declines to crawl through
dense vegetation or a poison oak patch and thus mlsses
significant sites? How often have you been ·walking
with student s or novices and observed them miss a
flake scatter, pot drop, fallen rock architecture,
a fire hearth eroding out of a slope-washed hill, or
some paleosol which masks some ancient site? It takes
years some times to understand the geological processes which obfuscate ancient sites
If the Forests
turn their real archaeologists into armchair personnel! only to check out what some ranger has found,
then is the system really working? I think the time
has come for the Forest Service archaeologists in
the SCA to meet with the SCA Board of Directors over
this matter.

WITHER ARCHAEOLOGY?
Thursday evening, August 5, 10 PM. The end of
another l ong day, most of which was spent on the
telephone trying · to coordinate the fight against Assembly
Bill 952. After a battle stretching over 17 months, late
last night in Sacramento we witnessed AB 952, which all
admit is a poor piece of legislation, pass still another
hurdle, this time the Natural Resources Committee of
the California Senate.
It's not for lack of opposition. During the 17
months we have been opposing this bill the groups
involved have organized very effective letter writing
campaigns. Time and time again we have traveled to
Sacramento (many from as far away as San Diego) to
.testify against this bill, to explain what it will do. We
have engaged the services of a very qualified lobbying
firm in Sacramento. We have conducted an effective
campaign against this bill, but we have lost one round
after another to a tremendously powerful group of
adversaries. We have managed to delay the bill by some
17 months, and to make some changes for the better,
but if it is signed into law it will still be a disaster.
We have only one more real chance to kill AB 952."

Ron May Editor
ON THE REBURIAL OF HUMAN REMAINS
The membership of the American Association of
Physical Anthropologists adopted the following
resolution on April 2, 1982:

We are now down to the wire. By the time you
read this, you should already have received a special
SCA informational mailing on the legislative situation ,
and l sincerely hope that by now you have followed the
suggestions. This is a brief overview, written three or
four weeks ahead of time, so I am not exactly sure of
what the details in the legislative alert are, as they will
not be written until early next week-such are the
deadlines. Even now, as you read this you can still
help.
Please dig the informational mailing from
wherever it has become buried and write some letters or
call a senator or do whatever else it recommends. We
need a massive effort-PLEASE HELP.
Let your
legislators know that we care.

"Whereas the excavation and study of human skeletal remains is essential to the understanding of
humankind's past, and
Whereas· education and research in the biological,
medical, anthropological, and forensic sciences
require that collections of human skeletal remains
be available to responsible scholars, and
Whereas the study of hU111ankind s past should not
discriminate against any biological or cultural
group,

AB 952 is only one battle. There are others.
Late last week we became aware of another bill which
would make changes in the way archaeology is conducted. SB 297, previously a simple one paragraph bill,
was amended to delete the one paragraph and add eight
pages of new language. A number of us opposed this
bill Tuesday morning at its hearing in the State
Assembly, but we don't seem to have changed i.t very
much. As it was explained to us, "Archaeologists have
had things their way for years; -now it's the Indians turn
to have the upper hand ." By now you should have

Therefore be it resolved that the American Association of"""i>hysical Anthropologists deplores the
reburial of human skeletal remains ·except in situations where specific descendants can be traced
and it is the wish of those living descendants that
the remains be reburied rather than be retained
for research purposes, and that no remains should
be reburied without appropriate study by physical
anthropologists with special training in skeletal
b~ou md
·
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PRESIDENT

While we have a number of problems and faili.
we do have one great advantage. Archaeology
presented right, is probably one of the most interes
of all fields.
Literally a third of the people I meet
were interested in archaeology at one time, and many
dreamed of becoming archaeologists. We have only to
bring the excitement of what we do to these people.
This is what we have to do, so lets get started.

received more current details on this bill in the informational mailing, but by the time you read this, the bill
might have been passed and signed. Things can move
quickly in Sacramento if one knows the ropes, and has
the right friends.
We are being beaten back on all sides and it is
unlikely that the way archaeology is practiced five years
from now will much resemble the archaeology of today.
I would not be too surprised to find the entire
legislative climate altered during the next few years,
with continued revision and erosion of the California
Environmental Quality Act and other provisions which
If
now mandate preservation of significant resources.
we wish to fight these changes, if we wish to preserve
archaeological sites .and cultural resources · of all kinds,
we will have to work harder. More on that tomorrow.

Gary S. Breschini, President

WHO TO SEND YOUR LETTERS TO IN THE FINAL BATTLE
SENATORS

Disc.#
l

2
3

Friday morning, August 6. Where do we go from
here? There are a number of things we can do to help
the situation, out most of them are iong term projects.
Some of the problems, as I see them, follow:
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-We need stronger organizations to help out when
trouble starts. The SCA, under its state charter, cannot
be a lobbying organization-our function is primarily to
gather and pass along information.
We can, however,
alert a lot of people ·q uickly.
The lobbying activities
this past year have been conducted under the Californians for Preservation Action Archaeological Group.
This has resulted in productive contacts between SCA
and Cl;' A, which we hope to expand in the future. But
we need contacts with· other groups-the Sierra Club, for
example. Archaeologists have in the past been trying to
go it alone, and this just won't work, 1 recommend that
we begin to make contacts with other groups who we
can help, and who can help us.
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-The politicians-on all levels-hold the power to
demolish archaeology as we know it. Our experiences in
Sacramento for the past 17 months show that we have
few friends in the legislature. There are a few people
who have helped
great deal, but most would just as
soon see archaeology returned to the way it was done in
the bod old days.
The fault is our own!
We, as
individuals and as groups, have not been talking to our
representatives over the years-I suspect most of us
have never even met our representatives. We have not
given them any reason to support us. On the contrary,
they see people from the building trades industries and
development groups on a daily basis. It is no wonder
that we have little help when we need it-we have not
done our homework.
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-Another area in which we are failing is in
spreading the value of ar~aeology-the positive results,
the new and exciting discoveries, the theories which
advance the science, the sheer joy of learning about the
past-we have largely failed to spread to others the fact
that archaeology \s something that takes place in California, not just in Egypt and Peru and other far away
places, And that it is just as important in California as
elsewhere, Maybe if someone had handed Carl Sagan an
archaeology book instead of an astronomy book
but
no, from the archaeology books I have seen he probably
wouldn't have been able to make heads or tails of it,
We have largely failed to convey to others the mystery,
the excitement, and the wonder of archaeology,
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SOCIETY for CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGY
INVITIES YOU TO PARTICIPATE
IN INCREASING COMMUNICATIONS, GAINING MORE CONSIDERATION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES IN
PLANNING, CONTRIBUTE TO PUBLIC EDUCATION AND MAINTAIN ETHICAL STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL
CONDUCT.
.
ALL ARCHAEOLOGISTS BENEFIT FROM THE SOCIETY'S WORK, BUT PARTICIPATING MEMBERS MAKE MAJOR
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR PROFESSION AND AVOCATION. MEMBERS ARE ALSO INVITED TO REGIONAL
M••TINGS AND A STA.Tl!WIDE ANNUAL MEETING, AND RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING PUBLICATIONS:
SCA N•WSLITTIR - A 811110NTHLY l'UeLICATION FEATURING Nl:WS OF THE DISCIPLINE, CURRINT RE·
S&AlllCH, ARTICLII, IDtTOfUALI, AND PU•LICATION NOTICES; AND SOCIITY FOR CALIFORNIA AIICHAEC,..
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IP&CIAL COMMITTSI Jllll'ORTI, OISTRlaUTID TO ALL MIIIIIBERS AS IISUE:O. BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE P'OR
JiuRCHAII INCLUDl1 '"STtWA.1101 Of" THI PA.IT"', ,.THI STATUS OF CALll'OANIA AIIICHAEOLOGY.., "COCCI·
DIC>MYCOlll1 AN OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD FOii AflCHAIOLOGIITS", BY J.C. LOOF80UROWANDD. PAPPAGIANII,
AND OTH. .11, CONTACT THI aUIINIII OP'PICI FOR TITLIS AYAILA8LI.

SOCIETY for CALIFORNIA ARCHAEOLOGY
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UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

AB 952. We have· rea.ched a settlement with the proponents of AB 952. The bill is
still not very good (in. fact it is still very bad), but we·· got the best deal we could
in the face of heavy, 1 odds. As a part of that deal, I ha:ve stopped opposing that
bill, and am recommending that others do so as well. We· will have .cc;>mplete details
on the .legislative situation at both data sharing meetings and in the next
newsletter,
SB 297. We are still opposing SB 297. It is not, as the Indians are··being told, a
bill which will save Indian cemetaries from destruction, but rather · a bill which will
··a llow developers and builders to bulldoze Indian cemetaries, as long as· they do so
with "proper respect" (whatever that means). The entire process is· -removed from
CEQA and the Coastal Act. This is a bad bill which will create .~ore problems
than it will solve, and will allow sites to be destroyed.
·•" ·
Southern Data Sharing Meetings. The Southern Data Sharing Meetings "will be held
on October 16, 1982 at the San Bernardino County Museum :in Re.dlands,
For
information call Michael I,.erch at the museum (try 714/792-1334) or Michael Glassow
at U,C. Santa Barbara (805/961-2054 or 961-2474),
Gary S. Breschini, President
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AB 952. We have reached a settlement with. the proponents of AB 952, The bill is
still not very good (in fact it is still very bad), but we got the best deal
could
in the face of heavy odds, As a part of that deal, I have stopped opposing that
bill, and am recommending that others do so as well. We will have complete details
on the legislative situation at both data sharing meetings and in the next
newsletter.

~e

SB 297 • We are still opposing SB 297. It is not, as the Indians are being told, a
bill which will save . Indian cemetaries from destruction, but rather a bill which will
allow developers and builders to bulldoze Indian cemetaries, as long as they do so
with "proper respect" (whatever that means)~ The entire process is removed from
CEQA and the . Coastal Act, This is a bad bill which will create more problems
than it will i1olve, and will allow sites to be destroyed •
.,.

Southern · Data Sharing Meetings. The Southern Data Sharing Meetings will be held
on October 16, 1982 at the San Bernardino County Museum in Redlands.
For
information call Michael Lerch at the museum (try 714/792-1334) or Michael Glassow
at U.C. Santa Barbara (805/961-2054 or 961-2474).
Gary S. Breschini, President

===============ETCETERA====
EXHIBIT OF THE COOPER-MOLERA ADOBE, MONTEREY

lodging to visiting ship's officers and merchants, and
reportedly was" a great cook and epicurean of the
first order" (source not given)
Ceramics believed
associated with Warren's tenure would seem to corroborate other evidence of the fine table he set. Diaz
was a Mexican merchant who came t o Alta California
during the late 1830's and purchased the site in
1845.
He was alcalde of Monterey during 1846, the
year of the American takeover of Alta California.
By 1855, he was broke.

During the month of October, the Old Monterey Preservation Society and the Monterey Peninsula Art Museum
in Monterey California will present an exhibit of
archaeological materials recovered from the restoration
of the Cooper Molera Adobe Complex. The restoration
work and associated archaeological investigations are
being conducted by the California Department of Parks
and Recreation; the property is owned by the National
Trust for Historic Preservation. Mrs. Marcia DeVoe
of the Old Monterey Preservation Society is the organizer.

The Cooper-Molera collection clearly represents
the taste and consumption habits of the commercial
elite of early Monterey
Presumably these men and
~heir families had first pick of the goods arriving
1n port. It appears that their status, more than
ethnic affinity was the key factor in dictating
their taste in ceramics
-

The exhibit will cover a wide range of materials and
themes, but will highlight the reconstructed British
earthenwares and Chinese export procelain vessels
dating from the second quarter of the 19th century
Most of these were recovered from the trash pits, and
can be tightly dated and associated with specific
households, including those of John B.R. Cooper,
William Warren, and Manual Diaz. These men were prominently involved in the early commercial development
of Monterey, which was stimulated greatly by the
introduction of the hide and tallow trade with New
England in the early 1820' s .

The Old Monterey Preservation Society is sponsoring a
number of other exhibits on the Cooper-Molera restoration oro iect this summer and fall . An exhibit ~t
the llfonterey Public Library from J1me 21 through July 10
will deal with the work and tools of the different professions involved in the restoration process
In December, there will be a display of photographs of the project
by Marcia De Voe at t he Pacific Grove Museum of Art. In
addition, the society has maintained a series of rotating
exhibits in the Monterey Savings and Loan Branch banks
in the Monterey area.

Cooper was a ship captain who operated vessels for the
province of Alta California and others ; his business
ventures included voyages to China as well as acquisition of substantial amounts of real estate in California.
Warren operated a store on the site for Nathaniel Spear
in the late 1830' s and 1840's; he provided board and
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SCA DATA SHARING MEETINGS: CALL FOR PAPERS
The 1982 SCA Data Sharing Meetings will be held in
October this year. The first is the Southern DataSahring Meeting which will be in Los Angeles; details
forthcoming in special flyer. The Northern Data Sharing
will occur October 23.

Rob Edwards
Cabrillo College
6500 Sequel Drive
Aptos, CA 95003

Immediante Past-President
Russell Kaldenberg
P.O. Box 821
Forest Falls, CA 92339
Northern Vice President
Francis A. Riddell
9017 Feather River Way
Sacramento, CA 95826

Fritz Riddell announced arrangedments for the northern
meeting to be held at Sacramento State University. This
will be in the Forest Suite of the University Union at
1600 "J" Street . The room will hold 110 people and a
$1 registration fee is planned to cover expenses
For
details and hours, write Fritz at the Department of
Parks &Recreation, State of California, P.O. 2390,
Sacramento, CA 95814.

Treasurer
Jane Gothold
10121 Pounds Ave.
Whittier, CA 90603
Business Office
Gail Carpenter
Anthropology Department
California State University
Fullerton, CA 92634
(714) 773-3977
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For details about the up-coming southern meeting,
people can contact Mike Glassow, PhD. Department of
Anthropology, University of California, Santa Barbara,
California, 93106. PLEASE SEND IN .PAPERS.

Society for California Archaeology
Department of Anthropology
California State University
Fullerton, CA 92634
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